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Dear Team BCPS Class of 2020,

Congratulations! This is your day.

Your journey to graduation has spanned the majority of this century. As the world has evolved, you have taken on challenges, grown as a friend and teammate, and become an expert on the important subject of yourself. You have developed as a leader inside and outside of the classroom. I’m so glad that I had the pleasure of meeting many of you.

Proudly by your side from your first day of school to this very moment, you have been surrounded by the love and support of family members, teachers, and school leaders. I appreciate their dedication to your growth. Be sure to thank those who helped you along the way.

You deserve to cherish this culmination of your many years of hard work. When your name is called, please know how proud you have made all of us—your loved ones, your school family, and Team BCPS.

Please enjoy your commencement, and I wish you all the best in your next phase of life.

Sincerely,

Darryl L. Williams
Superintendent

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
Dear Kenwood High Class of 2020,

Congratulations! I am so very proud of you!

Your journey to this tremendous accomplishment of graduating is here. This spring has brought unexpected challenges, but challenges are nothing new to you! We know you will persevere, overcome, and continue striving toward your next goal.

Your class has a very special place in my heart because when you walked into Kenwood 4 years ago for the very first time, so did I. I was beyond blessed to become the Principal of our amazing school. Along these 4 years, I have had the immense privilege to learn with you, to grow with you, and to make life-long memories with you.

Since day one, I have continued to communicate our commitment to ensure each of you can compete with the thousands of people you are going to go up against as you pursue your goals and dreams. I am truly confident in each of yours ability and make no mistake about it, you all can absolutely compete with the best of them.

I want you to be bold in your dreams and aspirations and if anyone tells you that you can’t do something, continue to believe in yourself and be confident in your abilities no matter what.

Be the best version of yourself. Have passion, a great attitude, a single-minded focus, relentless energy, and always finish.

Class of 2020, we are all very proud of you and we can’t wait to hear about the many accomplishments you are going to achieve!

Congratulations again and please enjoy your commencement ceremony! We wish you nothing but the best as you move into your next chapter!

Sincerely

Brian Powell
Principal

Raising the bar, Closing gaps, Preparing for our future
PROGRAM

Processional (please stand) .......................... Pomp and Circumstance

Presentation of the Colors.................................MD 941 AFJROTC

Pledge of Allegiance..........................................Sydni Maul

National Anthem: “Star Spangled Banner” ........KHS Concert Choir

Welcome & Introduction of Guests ... Nia Hawkes, Class President

Greetings from the Superintendent .................. Dr. Darryl Williams

Remarks to the Class of 2020 .................... Brian C. Powell, Principal Recognition of Valedictorian & Salutatorian

Commencement Address ............ Autumn Blackwell, Valedictorian

Presentation of Diplomas, Class of 2020......... Board of Education Member

Alma Mater .................................................. Kenwood High School Band Nicole Pennington, Choral Music Director

Recessional (please stand) ...............................Trumpet Voluntary
Muhammad Shawaiz Abbasi
Duha M Abu Hamad
Briana Nayely Adames
Jacob Daniel Adams
Robert Lee Adams
Shelby Lynn-Autumn Adkins
Favour Somtochukwu Agoru
Adnan Ahmed
Debra Jeanne Aiello
Onaopemipo Loveth Ajayi
Mousa Basem Al-Disi
Oluwatoyin Adesola Faith Alade
Dulce Maria Alfaro
Brianna Christine Allen
Damoni Paul Robert Alves
Bella Marie Alvez
Ke'Shawn Allen Amos
Mickey Lee Amos
Bryce Carlen Anderson
Eric Alfonso Andrade-Rosales
Madison Renee Arrowood
Janiah Lashay Ashley
Zamir Stephen Ashley
Angela Anne Atkisson
Aaliyah Danielle Autry
Jennifer Marynoel Ayers
Charles Bolaji Ayodele
Scott Christopher Babcock
Keenan Khail Adreican Bailey
James Anthony Baker, III
Tony Zainool Baksh
Breanna Ellen Baldwin
Abdulazeez Similoluwa Bankole
Jeremiah Allen Baseman
Joseph Wesley Basham
Rebekah Noelle Bauer
Briana Nicole Beckett
Jocelyn Faith Bell
Wayne Jonathan Benecewicz
Gersom Asael Benitez
Joseph Vincent Bennett, III
Kayla Nichole Benton
Malik Jaheem Benu
Alazar Kemal Bilal
Myasiah Elizabeth Bilola
Autumn Margaret-Elizababeth Blackwell
Ryan Tyler Bomberg
Adamari Alexa Bonilla
Hailey Desiree Boone
Lounzie Howard Booth, Jr.
Austin Lee Boothe
Chance Lee Bowings
John Clinton Brashears, Jr.
Aaron Tyler Bray
Emily Rose Brittain
Nathan Tyler Brooks
Raven Nicole Brooks
Aaliyah Morgan Brown
D'Jaeda Danielle Brown
Gianna Imani Brown
Jared Christopher Brown
Makayla Noel Brown
Terrence Dominic Brown, Jr.
Abigail Bruzdzinski
Justin Lee Bryant
Collin Robert Brydge
Thomas Steven Brzozowski
Isaac Karen Ransom Bullard
Robert Joshua Butler, Jr.
Cameron Michael Campbell
Khalil Xavier Campbell
Marcus Carballo
Miles Anthony Carpenter
Jalen Collin Carter
Richard James Carter, III
Miguel Angel Casiano, IV
Elijah James Cassidy
Flor Azucena Centeno
Gerardo Daniel Cervantes
Pavanie Lynn Chandavong
Yesenia Chavarria
Alicia Jazmin Chavarria-Lozano
Taylor Lynn Cheaton
Brandon William Clark
Kenneth Tye Clark
Phenix Leigh Storm Clarke
Abigail Marie Coleman
Taylor Avadalynn Connelly
Liliana Constanza
Katherine Elizabeth Cook
Nathaniel Dennis Copes
Timothy Daniel Crawford
Collin Nicholas Creswell
Ronald Devon Cromer
Kyrese Jobiah Cromwell
Alexia Heavyn Crook
Noah Samuel Cuocci
Krystian Tadeusz Czuberan
Ashley Nicole Daily
A'Niya Tishaun Daniels
Tijah Aaliyah Daniels
Devon Alan Darnley
Isaiah Walter Darr
Christopher John Davis
Derek Lee Davis
Madisson Skylee Dawson
Samantha Isabel De La Cruz Perez
Kayla Lynn DeWald
Emily Elizabeth Dietz
Desiray Aaliyah Diggs
Michael Bernard Dorsey, III
Cailin Eilleen Dougans
Daniel Leroy Douglas
Shamia Renee' Douglass
Mason Darrell Duggins
Daylon Isaiah Duncan
Zion Ra'kwon Edison
Hannah Alexis Skyland Edwards
Sabian Demetries Edwards
Matthew Tywone Elliott, Jr.
Joshua Michael Eney
Rodrigo Arturo Esparza Jimenez
Diasha Lovey Evans
Amber Dawn Fair
Cassidy Valynn Folk
Margaret Augusta Foor
Myles Charles Foster
Tyler Courtney Francis
Hailey Nicole Franckewitz
Shanyah Bri-Shay Frasier
Nicolas Tyler Furbee
Michael Patrick Gabbert
Ty'shawn Antoine Gadson
Ceara Jordan Gailey
Nicole Maybelle Galloway
Maria Clara Galvez
Satara Alexia Garcia
Maraya' Carrae Garner
Deante' Keon Gibson
Richard Andrew Gilliland, Jr.
Trinity Aaliyah Gilyard
Deborah Ihuoma Godfrey
Valentino Cortez Gomez
Jayden Michael Anthony Goode
Kendall Willee Goodwin
Robert Lee Gordon El, Jr.
Victoria Elizabeth Gorgone
Chance Austin Gorman
Noah Jayse Graham
Arimani Briayona Grant
Clayton Louis Graul
Dorothy Mae Elizabeth Greaser
Dasan Camal Green Wilks
Tre'mon Daniel Green
Torri Greene
Ashlyn Lee Greensfelder
William Carroll Grevin
Jeremy Lang Griffith, Jr.
Gregory Scott Grosholz, III
Kyren Marcell Grossman
Anushka Gurung
Jordan Rebecca Haack
Madison Faith Hackney
Jacob Timothy Hairsine
Andria Mae Hammonds
Heaven Vashaun Hampton
Aneirah Hanna
Makayla Brynn Hansford
Ny-Zayah Zhane' Hardy
Caroline Kelley Harris
Hannah Nicole Harris
Kaliyah Sherelle Harris
Monasia Sharae' Harris
Nevah Shanell Harrison
Matthew Ryan Hart
Adam Wade Harter
Allie Marie Hash
Nia Sumer Hawkes
Davion Rodreiguz Malakai Heath
Alexis Kylie Heckler
Brandon Nickolus Hedges
Taylor Nickole Hedges
Caleb John Heller
Tydai Marie Henson
Amanda Marie Hernandez
Paula Jasmin Herrera
Lexxie Danielle Hilton
Koran Holcomb Floyd
William Allyn Holcomb
Caitlin Nicole Holt
Nick Dean Hornberger, Jr.
Miranda Marie Howard
Joshua Shane Hunt
Diamond D'Asia Hutton
Daniel Mayowa Igomigoh
Taylor Kristin Illery
Brianna Lakia Jackson
Deyshauna Marhyia Jackson
Sierra Kelly Jacobs
Shelby Nicole Jamison
Christian Miles Kahlil Jennings
Charisma Christine Johnson
Christian Lee Johnson
Dontraz Johnson
Jahi Rashaad Johnson
Yunik Yasin Johnson
Breanne Nelia Jones
Conner Jones
Johnnie Wilson Jones, Jr.
Joseph Noel Jones
Kaivante' Sean Latif Jones
Kristina Marie Jones
Morgan Elizabeth Jones
DeJanay Ivy Arlette Jubilee
Nicholas James Kaindoh
Norja Aminata Kaindoh
Zoe Marie Kalb
Iyana Yasmin-Donniece Keene
Halle Rae Kerr
Rykelle Naeshawn King
Alexandria Elizabeth Klaschus
David Joseph Knapik, Jr.
Trevor Jacob Knauff
Susannah Katharina Kontyko
Samont'e Clifton Koon
Nukama Nyanquoi Korkpan
Chloe Tracy Kouagou Bangassi
Blake Lee Krause
Shane Kenneth Kreh
Enrique Kuczinski
Luis Angel Laboy
Bryanna Belincia Lang
Aeriana Renee Lautenschlager
April Renee' Lawson
Jake Nathaniel Leary
Justin Philip LeBrun, Jr.
James Warren Lemmings
Alexander Wilfredo Lemus-Weaver
Nina Rachel Levering
Antonio Miguel Lewis
Christine Michelle Lewis
Daejah Keona Lewis
Malik Naquan Lilly
Johnathan Lee Limon
Isaiah Emanuel-Godson Lindsay
Shantell Marie Lindsay
Brunella Pia Lingan
Tyler Joseph Lisa
Eduardo Lopez
Bruce Anthony Luckart, III
Destiny Monae Lyles
Aaliyah Destiny Gloria-Mae Lyons
Itajha Lynae Mack
Brian Kevin Maddox, Jr.
Richard Maliyetu
Jada Cashay Malone
Kabria Angel Martin
Dennis Alexis Martinez
Zulma Marisela Martinez
Chukwuemeka Christian Martins
Alexandria Cherie Mathioudakis
Damian Matos
Alexis Danielle Matters
Savannah Marie Mattes
Thomas Albert Mattes
Jaden Diandre Mattison
Sydni Alara Maul
Heather Darlene Maynor
Burnie Lee McCauley, III
Jordan Maurice McClain
David Dion McClaskey
Nicholas Alexander McEwen
Jada Nicole McKoy-Rouse
Michael Anthony McNair
Savana Rae Merritt
Ethan Scott Miller
Kasai Kristine Mills
Kevin Darnell Dominque Mills
Elizabeth Grace Miskimon
Logan Christopher Miskimon
London Janae Mobley
Nashawn Davion Morgan
Caleb Nathaniel Jake Morris
Kayla Simone Morrison
Kristen Tashell Morton
Savannah Kimberly Murphy
Taylor Marianne Mutter
Ivy Nduta Mwangi
Maggie Lynn Myers
Keith Jermaine Myles, Jr.
Keyon Jayshod Myles
Zamba Changa Myrick, Jr.
Jade Marie Napora
Andrew Stephen Neely, Jr.
Skyler Clark Neisser
Darin Lamar Newson, Jr.
Marki’s Nickens

Kaitlyn Amanda Nivens
Naomi Njeri Njau
Noah Kennith Novak
Kyle Brady Nuckols
David Nzubechi Nwachukwu
Akosua Ofori-Awuah
Ayotunde Joshua Omomo
Juliana Lee Ortiz
Adom Osei-Tutu
Dylan Lee Oxenrider
Sharlyn Parana Pantalunan
Americus Riona Parse
Micaiah Meri Patterson
Christopher Lawrence Paxton, Jr.
Madison Beth Pearson
Nashawn Antonio Nazier Pender
Wesley David Perdomo-Gonzalez
Devery Edward Pettway
Devon James Pettway
Jose Miguel Portillo
Marcos Antonio Portillo
Valery Elizabeth Portillo
Kayla Ann Presley
Dimond Keontye Preston
Alyssa Yasmine Ramjohn
Dylan James Reabe
Tynashia Diamond Reavis
Adrian Francis Reid
Raven Ashleigh Richardson
Jaden Christian Richey
Antonio Daval Quincy Robinson
Isaiah Daniel Robinson
Jazzmyn Mahogany Robinson
Maliyah Nicole Robinson
Mya Michelle Robinson
Tailyn Sharrell Robinson
James Allen Rodgers
Jazmyn Alicia Rodgers
Jordan Tyler Roe
Jalen Darryl Rogers
Zachary Demetrius Rogers
Mark Anthony Rongione, Jr.
Ryleigh Teresa Rush
Christopher Bernard Russell
Deborah Naa-Okaaley Sackey
Yahaira Saenz-Martinez
Isaiah Aaron Eugene Sattler
Alexis Susanna Maria Saucedo
Joseph Phillip Scaruzzi, Jr.
Jacob Tyler Schultz
Tyler Michael Schultz
Naiya Simone Scott
Courtney Jeanette Sexton
Alexandra Elaina Shaffer
Somaya Ara Shah
Tamia Naja Shealey
Kyle William Sheppard
Emily Mikele Sherman
Asia Gayle Shipley
Jayden William Shird
Marissa Lynn Chyanne Silkworth-Weller
Victoria Shown
Jade Serena Simmons
Amir Justice Singleton
Kristin Renee Singleton
Cole Steven Slicher
Brandon Jaylin Smith
Isaiah Simon Smith, Jr.
Kara Lee Smith
Nakiya Daeshawn Smith
Nayana Devon Smith
Nia Elaine Smith
Spencer Chase Boyd Smith
Grace Cecelia Smits
Taylor Marie Soutar
Alexander Jason Stewart
Storm Alexander Stichel
Taylor Marie Taormino
Makayla Anne Tasker
Cameron Patrick Thomas
Luvia Anyae' Thomas
Reginald Carey Thomas, Jr.
Alyssa Nicole Thompson
Noah Isaiah Tompakov
Erika Lisseth Torres
Fadimata Marouwane Toure
Tijaye Keila Tucker
Shyna Carrie Valentijn
Alan Vega
Tyjei Michelle Veney
Sophia Noelle Vest
Zachary Noah Vest
Christopher Michael Virtz
Tayshaun Mericko Wagstaff
Andre Kostelanetz Waiters, III
Anaya Jai Walker
Jailah Shauntell Walker
Hope Alyssa Walter
Nevaeh Fawn Warfield
Lena Ann Victoria Warren
Christie Wakesho Weche
Shane David Wendt
Daineria Armani West
Nyjae Kalea West
Antonio Lavell White, Jr.
Ke'shaun Rezai White
Ti'shawna Ja'brea White
Zion Antoine White
Shaikh Ahmad Whitfield
Breanna Loraine Wickham
Mikayla Elizabeth Wilhelm
Gregory Terrell Williams
Javon Tyree Williams, Jr.
Kayla Simone Williams
Symone' Celeste Williams
KyJah Erica Willie
Maurice Wilson, Jr.
Naomi Sheree Winbush
Heather Michelle Worden
Dominique Kimora Wright
La'niza Ny'sha Wright
Christin Danielle Youngblud
Joshua Emmanuel Yuzon
Kelly Zamudio-Rosales
Chloe Morgan Zivkovich
ALMA MATER

Kenwood High our Alma Mater
Long we’ll cherish thee
In fond mem’ries you will linger
’Till eternity

Kenwood High School
Kenwood High School
With your white and blue

Hail, O hail dear Alma Mater
We’ll be true to you.

Kathleen S. Causey  
Chair
Julie C. Henn  
Vice Chair
Erin R. Hager, Ph.D.

Moalie S. Jose
Russell T. Kuehn
Lisa A. Mack
Rodney R. McMillion
John H. Offerman, Jr.

Cheryl E. Pasteur
Lily P. Rowe
Makeda Scott
Omer Reshid
Student Board Member

Darryl L. Williams, Ed.D.
Secretary-Treasurer and
Superintendent of Schools